My fear without descending letters:
I was 13 or 14 at the time. I had severe case of excessive water loss. doctor order an IV for the
condition. the assistant entered a needle for IV in the left hand. I don't know if it was fear or
what it was. I was not able to see. I was terrified. fortunate for me, I had a fine vision in 2
minutes after hand rub. but till this moment I fear blindness.
My cure without ascending letters:
caring for my eyes, organs is a cure in my opinion. moreover, courage is necessary in
overcoming any anxiety.

Bilal Javed
English 1102 E115
Professor: Sarah Schmerler
Freedom is a state of mind
Freedom is birth right to every person in my opinion. What is freedom? One might ask this
question throughout different times in their life.Once I read somewhere, saying freedom is a state
of mind. There was picture of bird in an open cage next it. That got me thinking that we define
our own happiness and freedom. Moreover, it differs from scenarios. We can control it just by
putting restraints on our life. Sometimes restraints are the reason that bring out a passion of
learning in people. So, one can argue that freedom is self-defined. I would give certain examples
from my personal and professional life experience that will explain how freedom or restraints are
self-defined by a person.
Freedom is knowledge and being able to do my own stuff to me. As I will explain as follow.4
years and 8 months ago, I was back home in Pakistan. I grew up in a small city called
Wazirabad. You could drive around that city in 20 minutes on a motorcycle. There was not much
to do. Yet I was not allowed to leave my city. I was 17 years old. All of my friends would visit
bigger cities close by and do fun things. I felt envious of them because my parents were over
protective. There were some good perspectives to it. But to me It felt like I was in prison. I had
to find a way to channel my spare time. I spent most of my time using computer for gaming. As
it turned out because of games. I had acquired a new skill of typing, computer hardware and
software. I did not realize that up until I was required to perform a task required typing in my

class. On that way when I was standing in my class only one with knowledge of technology. I
had a strange feeling. This was a feeling of self-accomplishment. This was the feeling of
freedom. Because I did not have to rely on someone to my task for money. I did not have to wait.
all along I was looking for a feeling of being allowed to travel as a freedom. But as it turned out
real freedom was being able to do my stuff on my own.
Freedom is getting granted my rights. When I got to US, I was 17 years old. I had to support my
family. Yet I was not legally allowed to work at that age. So, I took the first job I found on cash.
I had to work on $50 a day for 11 hours every day. My job description included dealing with
boxes that were heavy. making space in a packed basement. And sometimes I had to take care of
store owner’s home furniture jobs. Which were not part of job. I was supposed to be sales
associate. I knew it was not legally right the way he was treating us. Sometimes he would make
us stay 2 hours extra. There was no pay raise either. I felt trapped at that point. I wanted to leave
but I had nowhere else to go. Also, I had to provide my family with financial support. As soon as
I turned 18 I left that job for a job. That day I felt more free than ever.
Freedom is being able to keep what I want to keep in my life. In my culture premarital dating in
young age is seen as taboo. So, most people around their adolescence years consider freedom as
being in a relationship as boyfriend and girlfriend. Here is one such case of my friend. Thinking
so he fell in love with this girl Samantha. He was happy in beginning. Thinking he is all free. He
can do whatever he wants. But turned out the reality was different. His girlfriend was jealous
type. She made him give up all his female friends at first. At this point he started to have a
conflict with himself. Little did he know his feelings had become a prison for him. He was
trapped in what he once thought was independence. He bared through this pain for a year. One

day, she demanded of him to be disrespect his family and mother. At that moment his
perspective changed, and he choose a freedom from that relationship.
The point of these three events is to show that a person defines his/her own independence. Also,
the case of relationship shows that person’s definition of freedom is changeable according to
his/her life experiences. Yet I know some people who would find happiness; in scenarios where I
felt imprisoned. In short, the meaning of freedom has changed a lot to me. However, at this
moment, freedom is knowledge and independence of others to me.

Bilal Javed
Sarah Schmerler
English1121-E115
Flbwchart Genre:
A flowchart is a diagram that depicts a process, system or computer algorithm.
They are widely used in multiple fields to document, study, plan, improve and communicate often
complex processes in clear, easy-to-understand diagrams. Flowcharts, sometimes spelled as flow
charts, use rectangles, ovals, diamonds and potentially numerous other shapes to define the type
of step, along with connecting arrows to define flow and sequence. They can range from simple,
hand-drawn charts to comprehensive computer-drawn diagrams depicting multiple steps and
routes. If we consider all the various forms of flowcharts, they are one of the most common
diagrams on the planet, used by both technical and non-technical people in numerous fields.
Flowcharts are sometimes called by more specialized names such as Process Flowchart, Process
Map, Functional Flowchart, Business Process Mapping, Business Process Modeling and Notation
(BPMN), or Process Flow Diagram (PFD). They are related to other popular diagrams, such as
Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) and Unified Modeling Language (UML) Activity Diagrams. For
instance, I have attached a flowchart of banking process of cash withdrawal.

References:
What is a Flowchart. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.lucidchart.com/pages/
what-is-aflowchart-tutorial
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UNIT 3

Worksheet 2

brainstorming your Research Proposal

Write a short draft (at barest minimum, 4 paragraphs) in which you present a proposal for
research. In this proposal you will state your problem and tell the reader how your inquiry will
potentially shed new light on this problem. Whom (what individuals or groups) will your inquiry
benefit? How might your inquiry be of benefit to them (socially, economically, etc etc)? Show us
how you are bringing some new perspective to an understudied area of this problem.
(To put this another way, this paper is where you tell us, enthusiastically, why you care about
your issue, and why we should care as well.)
At the end of your Proposal. create a List of Relevant Sources in proper citation format and a
short explanation of why each is helpful/relevant/has bearing on this topic.

We feel that it is important to open up further discussion and analysis of taking precautions while
participating in any sports, whether it’s bowling, hiking, or wrestling. These three activities, were
our skills we chose to write about during our genre exercises throughout the course. We were
given the opportunity to participate in this research exercise as a team. We feel that this is a very
fitting opportunity, as our skills were all related to sports, and most sports require participating
with team members.

It is important to us, because such discussion would bring the following potential benefits to
anyone who is willing to participate in any extraneous activities. Here are some examples for
each of our skills:
Bowling:
•
•
•

Selecting the correct ball
Using good form while bowling.
Correct shoes for the alley

Hiking:
•
•

Packing emergency equipment
Proper disposal of waste
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•

Good navigation skills

Wrestling:
•
•
•

Proper safety gear
Proper form
Good health condition

This discussion would foster awareness of the importance of being safe, and practicing good
habits for anyone who wishes to participate in of these sports. These habits will foster positive
experiences for all participants and team members if applied.

This awareness is important because following the proper rules and guidelines will harness
safety, not only for themselves, but also for all other participants or perhaps other team members.
For example: proper form in bowling can prevent wrist injuries as this is most common
occurring injury in this sport, for hiking proper disposal of litter can prevent fire hazards, and in
wrestling proper head gears can protect against brain injuries.

List of Relevant Sources:
“Bowling Injury Risk Factors.” Twin Boro Physical Therapy,
twinboro.com/sport/bowling/bowling-injury-risk-factors-nj.html.
This source was very helpful because the information gathered from this, was from actual
injuries that were being treated by physical therapists.
“The Hazards of Bowling | e-LawLines.” e, 18 Apr. 2018,
elawlines.com/2005/01/16/bowling-hazards.
This source was very helpful because the information gathered from this, were injuries that
actually occurred and were seeking some sort of compensation from this law firm.
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“Fire Safety.” American Hiking Society, 9 Aug. 2018, americanhiking.org/resources/firesafety/
This source was very helpful because it provided information about causes and prevention of
fire.
Kevin's Hiking Page, www.kevingong.com/Hiking/index.html.
This source was very helpful because it provided information about injuries from hiking and tips
for prevention.
Advanced Solutions International, Inc. “Preventing Wrestling Injuries.” Wrestling Injury
Prevention,
www.stopsportsinjuries.org/STOP/STOP/Prevent_Injuries/Wrestling_Injury_Prevention.
aspx.
This source was very helpful because it provided information about injuries from wrestling and
tips on how to prevent them.

Student: Bilal Javed
Professor: Sarah Schmerler
English 1121-E115

My Journey
Dear professor:
My journey in English class started just as any other class. I was scared at my first day. I
have never been good with English. Also, I never understood purpose of standard English essay.
I was scared that I might get some professor who is really strict. On my first day I got surprised
when I saw class formation as a circle. There was fire chimney video in the back with slightly
soothing music in the background. It kind of calmed me down. I lacked confidence. In past
classes I would just sit in the back without participating. I used to have fear what if I say
something wrong and get criticized. But professor Schmerler sat in the circle with us. Seeing
professor sitting with us calmed me down somehow. Our first assignment was to write without
using word “the”. At first I thought it would be hard. But, when I got into it; I realized that I was
thinking outside the box in writing. It felt good. Being tri-lingual, I have always had trouble with
my vocabulary. I had 2 more assignments with restraints of ascending and descending
respectively. For some reason these assignment of restraints made me feel confident about my
vocabulary. Best thing about class was we all got to share our work with each other willingly and
positive comments were encouraging too. This gave me confidence in speaking in all.

Dear professor, our first assignment was traditional essay on freedom. To be honest I
have never liked traditional essays. Restraint assignments helped me write a better essay. Then
we had to write a reflection. Which was new thing to me. But I liked that too. But professor
Schmerler helped us through that too. I slacked off on this point and started to give up on English
because of stress in other classes. I thought oh this class was going to be same as any English
class. But my assumptions were clearly wrong. I am glad that I followed through.
Unit two of our class was about genres. Our first assignment was to write something that
we love but as a recipe. I would be completely honest in the beginning; I was like whatttt! That
does not make any sense. After I was done I became really happy. I felt like I had achieved a
really high score in a video game. My skill was hiking. Not only I got to share that also, I had
done it in a way that I have never done before. This was easy, but what followed it was a little
challenging. I had to write it in any other genre. It was the most interesting assignment I had
done for English. I wrote my skill as a flow chart. It took me a few tries to perfect that flowchart.
Still this assignment was so interesting that I did it with my heart. Professor schmerler and
samples from openlab.com helped during this time. By the time I was done I felt that I can write
anything into any genre or form as long as I have knowledge about that genre. This assignment
felt most useful to me. I am a nursing student being able to write comfortable in charts in
necessary skill for me.
Third phase of this class was inquiry based paper; Otherwise known as research paper. I
have never liked English research papers. I feel like we have to cruise through some irrelevant
books to find just the type of information that our instructor requires. I have never been able to
quiet grasp the point of that. I was scared to write research paper. This has been the only reason
that I dropped my English 1121 class before. But professor Schmerler explained it in a way that

made sense to me. she gave us to write a research paper on your skill but this time put forth
concerns of someone else who is professional on your skill. What made it interesting was that it
was my skill that I had to use in life. But what hard was reading the arguments of other people on
skill I think I am best at. Then, professor Schmerler explained the importance of reading. She
said we underestimate power of reading. Sure enough, she was right. As I looked through articles
about hiking and its impacts and precautions. I got to learn a lot of new things. For instance, I
had no idea that there is a register at beginning of hikes that we had to log in before hiking. In
this assignment Jelani, Muaz and professor Schmerler’s work sheet helped a lot.
4th phase of this class was really interesting. When I got this assignment, I was so glad
that I become part of this experimental class. For the first time I was interested to be in English
class. We had to transform our research into a 21st century technological way. Me, Muaz and
Jelani choose to do a news cast. Which took a few tries to make. But the skills we had acquired
through unit 2 of this class helped through it. Overall my journey in this class was most
interesting. This helped me to actually gain some knowledge that was useful in everyday life as
well as professional life. I hope they continue this way of teaching. So, other students can get to
learn what I have learned. I would recommend professor Schmerler to everyone. She is best
English professor that I have come across.

